
Graphic Novels 

A graphic novel is a story or a collection of stories told through words and pictures, similar to what we as children called a comic book. Comic 
books, however, often convey stories in installments and possess flimsy binding, prone to wear and tear. The graphic novel tells a complete 
story or encompasses a collection of stories, usually in a range of fifty to two-hundred or so pages, presented in a sturdier format that bears 
up under repeated readings. The text and the artwork in a graphic novel work together to create a unique medium that perhaps not 
surprisingly has become popular with reluctant readers. The text is brief, and the illustrations often dramatic and cinematic. Many of us are 
already familiar with the various Adventures of Tintin, a long-running graphic novel, dating from the 1950’s. So perhaps the medium is not so 
new and unique after all. 

 

Peter David and Pop Mhan and Norman Lee, Illustrators. SpyBoy: Deadly Gourmet Affair. 2001. 

 

High school student Alex Fleming is, without realizing it, a high-tech, martial arts superspy (the knowledge was taken 

from him to protect him from the arch villain, Gourmet). Alex’s father and grandfather are hiding him while he grows up 

as a normal suburban teenager. Gourmet is closing in on Alex, who is vulnerable in his ignorance. Bombshell is watching 

over him; but then Alex is beat up at school, causing his dormant abilities to begin to surface. Will Alex realize his true 

identity in time to prevent Gourmet and the evil Gila from stealing the SpyBoy technology? This series has an intriguing 

story line with lots of mystery characters. Heart-stopping martial arts action drawn in the manga style keeps you 

turning the pages of this collection of the first three issues of the SpyBoy series. 

  

 

Kosuke Fujishima. Oh My Goddess! Love Potion No. 9. 1997. 

 

This graphic novel is in the Japanese anime style. A goddess appears before Keiichi with an offer to grant his every 

wish. His wish is that she stay with him forever but this contract turns out to be better on paper than in practice! 

Jealousy mixed with magic and sexy slapstick should combine for a funny read but because of the words chosen for 

translation, it appears choppy with no humor and nothing to enhance the story line. 

  

 

Neil Gaiman and Michael Zulli, Illustrator. Last Temptation. 2000. 

 

This graphic novel, based on a story by Neil Gaiman and Alice Cooper, is a unique thriller, illustrated with elegant sepia 

drawings whose subtle details add layers of complexity to the story. If you are looking for a chilling yet sophisticated 

read for the Halloween season, pick this one up! Steven and his friends are making their Trick or Treat plans and Steven 

is afraid of everything: afraid of ghosts, afraid of growing up, afraid of life. His friends call him a “wuss”. To prove he’s 

not afraid Steven accepts the invitation of a terrifyingly persuasive Showman and enters the mysterious “Theater of the 

Real.” Steven’s worst fears are given substance on the stage. Steven tears himself away, knowing he will be compelled 

to return for the grand finale. Back at home and school Steven finds it hard to keep a grip on reality. Is he losing his 

identity? What does the Showman really want with him? 

  

 

Jason Little. Shutterbug Follies. 2002. 

 

Bee, an 18-year-old working in a New York City photo lab, turns amateur sleuth when she develops some disturbing 

pictures that lead her to suspect a murder has been committed. 

  



 

Yuriko and Nuriko Nishiyama. Harlem Beat 1. 1999. 

 

Nate Torres just wants to play basketball, but he isn’t good enough. In fact, he’s tried lots of sports—soccer, baseball—

and nothing’s worked out for him. He gives up a little too soon, maybe before he has really tried. So, it isn’t surprising 

when he finds himself sitting on the bench for his high school team. When he meets Mizz, a grade school friend, known 

as the basketball queen, things change. Mizz likes to play street ball at the House of 3-Slam, a street court with nothing 

but a hoop. It’s where all the kids play, including Shoe, who is the best of them all. With Mizz and Kyle “Oz” Ozman, 

Nate has a chance to be part of a team and play for real. Shoe helps them form strategy for street ball, and Mizz keeps 

Oz and Nate from fighting each other. All working together, the game is on. 

  

 

Marjane Satrapi. Persepolis. 2003. 

 

Persepolis tells the story of the childhood of the author, who grew up in Iran. Illustrated with simple black and white 

images, it tells about a creative and outspoken girl, her family, and her friends. And more importantly how they lived 

through the revolution against the Shah, Iran's war with Iraq, and the rise of Islamic Fundamentalism. 

  

 

Fuyumi Soryo. Mars 1. 2002. 

 

This was recommended to me by a librarian as the first in a series that all teenage girls are reading. My friend said girls 

especially, but this would appeal to boys as well, as both protagonists, Kira the artist and Rei the motorcycle daredevil, 

are given equal weight in the story. This is the story of their growing relationship, which right from the start is much 

more than sexual attraction, though from fairly early on we can see that Rei is no stranger to sexual encounters. Rei 

defies the usual high-school conventions, surrounded by eager girls, whom he just uses and then drops. He exudes self-

confidence and is a registered professional motorcycle racer. Happiest when pushing the boundaries of safety on his 

bike, yet obsessed with the thought of death and almost welcomes it. He also keeps pushing the boundaries with Kira, 

by turns teasing her and then rushing to protect her. Kira is an artist, a loner who thinks of nothing but her art. She has 

absolutely no self-confidence and is charmed by Rei when he shows he appreciates her talents. This is a continuing 

story of their love, which grows by fits and starts, while Kira and Rei each deals with his or her inner demons. Set within 

this story are many dramatic episodes, such as when Kira is sexually harassed by a teacher, or when she is bullied and 

threatened with death by one of Rei's ex-girlfriends. Other volumes continue the story. 

  

 

Craig Thompson. Blankets. 2003. 

 

A sensitive artist comes of age in rural Wisconsin. Blankets is the autobiographical story of Craig Thompson's youth, 

focusing on his relationship with his younger brother, his growing doubts about the Christian faith, and his first love. 

The story is told with honesty, compassion, and touches of humor. Craig's childhood is not a happy one. Bullied at 

school, he suffers sexual abuse from a babysitter, and is taught the stultifying dogmas of fundamentalist Christianity. 

His talent for drawing provides an escape. In high school, Craig meets another "outsider" at Church Camp and falls 

rapturously in love. Thompson illustrates Blankets with a lively, expressionistic style. The layout is easy to follow, and 

the drawings are given enough room to include important details without making the reader squint. Recommended for 

mature teens and adults. 

  

 

Nobuhiro Watsuki. Rurouni Kenshin. 2004. 

 

This series features Himura Kenshin, the legendary Hitokiri Battosai, an assassin from the old days. However, with the 

coming of the Meiji Era in Japan in the late Nineteenth Century, times have changed, and swordsmen of the old era are 

now finding themselves on their own, forging a new life for themselves. Likewise, Kenshin's adventures challenge his 

efforts to create a new future for himself, a future in which he no longer kills. This hero also is found in many DVDs and 

videos, so if you don't like to read in the traditional Japanese fashion, try a video! 

  



 

Wataru Yoshizumi. Marmalade Boy, Vol. 1. 2002. 

 

Miki's parents are getting divorced! -and remarrying to another former husband and wife! -and they'll all be living 

together, with the other couple's cute but obnoxious teenage son. This manga (Japanese graphic novel) and later books 

in the series will appeal to romantic-comedy manga fans, with its love-hate budding romance, cute teenage boys and 

girls, and lots of humorous misunderstandings. 

 


